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†Background The model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) shows a wide range of genetic and trait vari-
ation among wild accessions. Because of its unparalleled biological and genomic resources, the potential of
Arabidopsis for molecular genetic analysis of this natural variation has increased dramatically in recent years.
† Scope Advanced genomics has accelerated molecular phylogenetic analysis and gene identification by quantitat-
ive trait loci (QTL) mapping and/or association mapping in Arabidopsis. In particular, QTL mapping utilizing
natural accessions is now becoming a major strategy of gene isolation, offering an alternative to artificial mutant
lines. Furthermore, the genomic information is used by researchers to uncover the signature of natural selection
acting on the genes that contribute to phenotypic variation. The evolutionary significance of such genes has been
evaluated in traits such as disease resistance and flowering time. However, although molecular hallmarks of selec-
tion have been found for the genes in question, a corresponding ecological scenario of adaptive evolution has
been difficult to prove. Ecological strategies, including reciprocal transplant experiments and competition exper-
iments, and utilizing near-isogenic lines of alleles of interest will be a powerful tool to measure the relative fitness
of phenotypic and/or allelic variants.
†Conclusions As the plant model organism, Arabidopsis provides a wealth of molecular background information
for evolutionary genetics. Because genetic diversity between and within Arabidopsis populations is much higher
than anticipated, combining this background information with ecological approaches might well establish
Arabidopsis as a model organism for plant evolutionary ecology.
Key words: Arabidopsis, natural genetic variation, natural trait variation, QTL mapping, LD mapping, plant
development, plant evolution, molecular ecology.
INTRODUCTION
Natural variation within species has been the main subject
of evolutionary genetics, because it is considered to be the
main resource for evolutionary change and for the adaptive
potential of a species to environments that vary in space and
time. The model plant Arabidopsis thaliana shows a wide
range of genetic and trait variation among wild-type lines
collected in the field. These lines are often called ecotypes,
but are now commonly referred to by the more neutral term
accessions, which does not inherently imply but also not
exclude local adaptation. In addition, because of the unparal-
leled availability of genomic resources, the potential of
A. thaliana for studies of natural genetic variation is increas-
ingly recognized. Accordingly, research articles that aim to
comprehend the molecular mechanisms underlying phenoty-
pic variation between accessions are now published almost
every month. Importantly, the molecular analysis of natural
genetic variation has not only led to the correlation of allelic
variation of known genes with phenotypic variation, but also
to the discovery of novel genes. This identification of genes
that account for natural phenotypic variation is and will
remain one of the principal goals in this field. However,
beyond this goal, the analysis of natural genetic variation
also offers an excellent opportunity to overcome the often
perceived dichotomy between molecular and organismal
biology. This is because molecular genetic analyses provide
an excellent basis for an ecological assessment of accessions
and for the experimental investigation of the functional sig-
nificance of trait variation. The feasibility of this approach is
currently increasing, based on large sets of accessions col-
lected worldwide and on fine-scale genotyping of their
genome sequence. This merging of molecular genetics and
ecology will enable researchers to address fundamental ques-
tions of evolution and ecology in a more targeted manner.
For instance, although the molecular genetic analyses will
help to determine the molecular mechanisms that maintain
phenotypic variation in the wild, the complementing eco-
logical analyses can tell whether this phenotypic variation is
critical for adaptation to different natural environments.
Here we review the latest research and methodology in
analysing natural variation in the model plant A. thaliana.
We begin by pointing out the general aspects of the gen-
etics and biology of this plant, followed by a discussion of
useful methods for the analysis of natural variation. We
will then exemplify the potential of analysing natural vari-
ation for dissecting the variation in two different traits,
pathogen defence and the control of flowering time.
Finally, the potential of A. thaliana to become a model
organism for evolutionary ecology is discussed.
GENETIC RESOURCES OF A. THALIANA
Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heyhn (2n ¼ 10), commonly
known as mouse ear cress or wild thale, belongs to the* For correspondence. E-mail christian.hardtke@unil.ch
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mustard family (Brassicaceae, formerly Cruciferae). The
genus Arabidopsis comprises nine species and eight sub-
species (Al-Shehbaz and O’Kane, 2002). Among them,
A. thaliana can be distinguished by morphological charac-
teristics such as fruit and seed shape. The nine species of
the genus Arabidopsis are mainly found in Europe. Two
species are also found in Asia and North America, but
only A. thaliana has a worldwide distribution. In fact,
A. thaliana can be found in diverse habitats, for instance
in open or disturbed habitat, on sandy soils or on river
banks, at sea level or at high altitude, up to 4000 m a.s.l.
(Al-Shehbaz and O’Kane, 2002). The rapid expansion of
habitat colonization by A. thaliana implies that this
species has a huge capacity to adapt to a wide range of
ecological niches. This is why subspecies or local popu-
lations of A. thaliana have been conventionally referred to
as ecotypes. However, the rapid post-glacial spread of
A. thaliana as compared with the other species of the
genus could be a result of its self-compatibility and very
high selfing rate, rather than the result of a particular
capacity to adapt to ecological niches. Thus, the more
neutral term accessions, which does not necessarily imply
local adaptation (Mitchell-Olds, 2001), is now preferred
for germplasm collections.
The current boom of natural variation studies of
A. thaliana (hereafter Arabidopsis) is in large part driven
by the availability of natural populations. Hundreds of
accessions or samples from natural populations collected
from diverse worldwide locations are currently available
through public sources (Scholl et al., 2000; Koornneef
et al., 2004). Their number is still increasing as a result of
the deposit of new accessions by many research groups.
By March 2006, a total of 1494 accessions comprising
original lines and their bulked or single-seed descendants
were available at the Arabidopsis Biological Resource
Center (ABRC) at Ohio State University, USA (http://
www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/catalog/natural_accession_1).
These lines are also distributed by the Nottingham
Arabidopsis Stock Centre (NASC) at Nottingham
University, UK (http://arabidopsis.info/). Beyond geo-
graphical information about the collection locations, for
many lines morphological characteristics such as leaf
shape or plant height are described in this catalogue. From
these descriptions alone it is already evident that
Arabidopsis accessions show an extraordinarily wide phe-
notypic variation. Thus far, significant natural variation
has been reported for every phenotypic trait investigated
(Koonneef et al., 2004). Some developmental traits, such
as flowering time or seed dormancy, have drawn particular
attention, partly because they are of applied interest to
crop breeding, and partly because they are easy to investi-
gate. However, in addition to visually obvious phenotypes,
natural variation has also been observed in genetic mech-
anisms such as cytosine methylation (Riddle and Richards,
2002). Moreover, assays of metabolite profiles by
large-scale unbiased metabolomics methods have uncov-
ered natural variation at the level of small molecules,
suggesting that they reflect physiological phenotypes that
could be under selection in nature (Keurentjes et al.,
2006).
Finally, the natural variation resources of Arabidopsis
are complemented by the annotated genome sequence,
which for instance enables high-density genotyping, and
by collections of knockout mutants, which provide a
powerful tool to verify the prospective roles of genes




Although Arabidopsis has been found in the southern
hemisphere including Africa, South America and
Australia, all literature discussing its biogeography consist-
ently concludes that the native range of Arabidopsis is
western Eurasia. Because Arabidopsis crossed the oceans,
it is assumed that human mobility and disturbance signifi-
cantly contributed to its recent expansion.
Several molecular phylogenetic studies have been per-
formed to determine the relationship between genetic
diversity and biogeography among Arabidopsis accessions.
Genotyping of molecular markers in 142 accessions
suggested that Arabidopsis colonization of Europe
might have started from populations in Mediterranean
Pleistocene refugia (mainly the Iberian peninsula) and
Central Asia (Sharbel et al., 2000). Subsequently, admix-
ture of these populations occurred in Central and Eastern
Europe. In agreement with this, a positive correlation
between genetic variation and geographical origin of
accessions, i.e. isolation by distance, has also been shown
by the latest molecular phylogenetic analyses of 96
Arabidopsis accessions based on genome-wide polymorph-
ism genotyping, suggesting the existence of population
structure at a global geographical scale (Nordborg et al.,
2005). Further support has been obtained from the geno-
typing of 351 accessions, which also suggests that Central
and Eastern European accessions represent admixed popu-
lations in which genomes were reshuffled by recombina-
tion events (Schmid et al., 2006). Finally, several
additional molecular phylogeny studies refute the hypoth-
esis that Arabidopsis is native to North America and East
Asia, supporting the idea that it has spread there in the
wake of human activity (Bergelson et al., 1998; Breyne
et al., 1999; Miyashita et al., 1999; Vander Zwan
et al., 2000).
In addition to these phylogeographical approaches,
Arabidopsis distribution has also been analysed with
respect to the climatic range model, which considers
climate as the main factor limiting a species distribution
range (Hoffmann, 2002, 2005). By comparing the distri-
bution frequency of Arabidopsis with the climatic par-
ameters of the collection sites, a significant correlation
between geographical distribution and the gradients of
temperature and precipitation was demonstrated. In brief,
low temperature in spring and autumn may limit the distri-
bution range in Northern Europe, whereas high tempera-
ture and low precipitation throughout the year or the
summer may determine the range boundaries in North
Africa and South-West Asia, and in Middle Asia,
respectively.
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The biogeographical analyses demonstrate that
Arabidopsis occupies a larger distribution range than its
close relatives (Hoffmann, 2005). The high capacity of
Arabidopsis to colonize a broad geographical spectrum is
probably connected to its life cycle strategy, especially the
timing of seed germination and flowering initiation. In
Europe, Arabidopsis accessions generally flower in spring
and early summer, and the mature seeds are available from
May to July, occasionally also in late summer up to early
autumn (Lawrence, 1976; Koornneef et al., 2004). As an
annual weed, Arabidopsis accessions are principally classi-
fied into summer-annual and winter-annual types with
regard to flowering (Napp-Zinn, 1985; Fig. 1). The genetic
mechanisms controlling seed dormancy and vernalization
requirement (the degree of dependence on low tempera-
tures to initiate flowering) account for this differentiation
(Donohue, 2002). Accessions behaving as winter-annual
types germinate during late summer or autumn, over-
winter as rosettes and grow to initiate the reproductive
phase in spring. In greenhouse conditions, the flowering of
winter-annual types is delayed, but can be accelerated by
extended low temperature that is equivalent to over-
wintering in nature. The summer-annual types are able to
complete all steps of the life cycle during the same
summer season, as long as the climatic conditions are
appropriate for seed production. Accessions of this type,
also referred to as rapid cyclers, over-winter as seeds and
therefore display increased seed dormancy. However, it
should be noted that most summer-annual types can also
follow the winter-annual strategy of over-wintering as
rosettes if conditions for flowering and seed set are
adverse during winter (Pigliucci, 2003; Koornneef et al.,
2004). In general, accessions from Southern Europe
are either winter- or summer-annual types, whereas the
majority of Northern European accessions are typically
winter-annual. The strong winter-annuals, whose flowering
initiation exclusively depends on vernalization, are
observed mainly in Northern Europe above 458N (Shindo
et al., 2005). However, a clear geographical pattern of
flowering time has not been observed (Nordborg and
Bergelson, 1999; Shindo et al., 2005), although a latitudi-
nal cline has been predicted (Stinchcombe et al., 2004).
This may suggest that natural variation of the life cycle is
continuous and potentially subject to complex selection
and constraints, such as trade-offs.
It is commonly assumed that Arabidopsis is a comple-
tely, or nearly completely, self-fertilizing species, owing
to its characteristic flowering morphology, which is typical
for inbreeding plants: the flowers are small, lack strong
scent and the anthers are positioned close to the stigmata
(Charlesworth and Vekemans, 2005). Indeed, the selfing
rate in natural environments has been estimated in some
studies to be greater than 95 % (Abbott and Gomes, 1989;
Charlesworth and Vekemans, 2005; Stenøien et al., 2005).
Thus, local Arabidopsis populations are generally regarded
to consist of a single inbred sibship. However, despite
inbreeding, an unexpected amount of genetic variation has
been found within local populations (Nordborg et al.,
2005; Bakker et al., 2006b), suggesting gene flow between
populations, which might be mediated to a substantial
extent through exchange of pollen rather than by seed
dispersal (Bakker et al., 2006b). These molecular popu-
lation analyses provide an answer to a classical question
with regard to the eco-physiology of Arabidopsis: is
Arabidopsis absolutely self-fertilizing in the field? Based
on the latter studies, the answer is clearly no. On the other
hand, Arabidopsis out-crossing is rarely observed under














FIG. 1. Arabidopsis accessions are classified into summer-annual and winter-annual types. Accessions behaving as winter-annual types germinate
during late summer or autumn, over-winter as rosettes and grow to initiate the reproductive phase in spring. Under greenhouse conditions, the flowering
of winter-annual types is delayed, but can be accelerated by extended low temperature that is equivalent to over-wintering in nature. The summer-
annual types are able to complete all steps of the life cycle during the same summer season, as long as the climatic conditions are appropriate for seed
production. Accessions of this type, also referred to as rapid cyclers, over-winter as seeds and therefore display increased seed dormancy.
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protogynous stage (when anthers are immature and the
stigma protrudes from the flower), stigmata could be cross-
pollinated by a vector. In fact, insects, such as solitary
bees, diptera and thrips, have been suggested as candidate
transporters of pollen between Arabidopsis plants and
populations (Hoffmann et al., 2003). It would be interest-
ing to monitor the extent of cross-pollination under field
conditions, for instance by genotyping maternal plants and
the seeds within naturally pollinated fruits at co-dominant
markers to infer the number and genetic identity of pollen
donors. In addition, fluorescent staining of pollen could be
employed to estimate the probability of outcross pollen
receipt on focus plants, and to examine the consequences
of preventing pollinator access (through bagging of inflor-
escences) for offspring number and vigour.
ANALYSIS OF NATURAL GENETIC
VARIATION IN ARABIDOPSIS
Thus far, studies of natural variation in Arabidopsis have
pursued either of two major goals: (1) the identification of
allelic variation and/or the isolation of novel genes that
contribute to natural phenotypic variation, or (2) the
search for footprints of selection by genome-wide geno-
typing of populations (Fig. 2). Both aspects fully exploit
the huge and highly advanced genomic information for
Arabidopsis. In particular, this information has rendered
high-resolution quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping
possible.
QTL mapping
QTL mapping is an important tool for studies of natural
variation, because most physiological or morphological
traits exhibit a continuous phenotypic distribution within
or among populations and are thus quantitative. These
traits are frequently controlled by multiple loci, the QTL,
which contribute to the variation in the trait to varying
degrees. Therefore, even if two parental lines with a strong
quantitative difference in the trait of interest are crossed,
the F2 progeny will often display a continuous distribution
of the trait, because the multiple parental loci are largely
randomly mixed by recombination, giving rise to novel
allele combinations with quantitatively different effects.
QTL analysis traces the location and the quantitative
impact of the parental alleles based on phenotypic and
genotypic data. In principle, this can already be done at
the F2 generation, although, to reduce genetic complexity
and increase the reliability of trait measurements, com-
monly recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from the
F2 generation by repeated selfing are used. These lines





Production of knock-out lines
Isolation of genes causing mutant
phenotypes by linkage
mapping or tagging
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FIG. 2. Schematic methodologies for analysing natural variation in Arabidopsis accessions. In addition to the conventional genetic analysis with lab-
oratory standard lines, a series of genetic analyses utilizing natural accessions are expected to allow the evaluation of the evolutionary significance of a
given gene. AFLP, amplified fragment length polymorphism; QTL, quantitative trait loci; RFLP, restriction fragment length polymorphism; SNP,
single nucleotide polymorphism.
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parental genomes. Routine protocols for QTL mapping
have been established during the past 20 years for many
organisms in both the plant and the animal kingdoms,
mainly for breeding purposes. However, although QTL
analysis has been traditionally employed to follow loci of
interest in breeding programmes, its feasibility for isolat-
ing these loci at the molecular level has been limited by
biological and technical obstacles. On the biological side,
the contribution of many QTL to the overall quantitative
trait variation is often too small to allow their molecular
identification. On the technical side, QTL analysis has
been hampered by a lack of molecular markers and
missing information on the genome structure and
sequence. In Arabidopsis, these technical obstacles have
been overcome by the readily available genomic resources.
This now even enables the molecular identification of rela-
tively minor QTL that contribute as little as 12 % to the
observed phenotypic variance (Bentsink et al., 2006;
Sergeeva et al., 2006). Moreover, there is increasing evi-
dence that so-called major QTL are more common than
expected. Major QTL have a large effect on the trait vari-
ation that can be easily detected in isolation, i.e. when the
respective allele is introgressed into a different genetic
background, or in a respective mutant. Lines in which a
QTL allele of one parent is introgressed into the other par-
ental background by repeated back-crossing are referred to
as near isogenic lines (NILs). The phenotype of such NILs
can then be compared with mutants in candidate genes
within the region the QTL has been mapped to, aiding in
the final identification. Importantly, extensive mutant col-
lections covering most Arabidopsis genes are publicly
available, strengthening the status of Arabidopsis as an
ideal model organism for the isolation of genes and alleles
with a role in natural variation (Table 1) (Alonso-Blanco
and Koornneef, 2000; Borevitz and Nordborg, 2003;
Maloof, 2003; Borevitz and Ecker, 2004; Alonso-Blanco
et al., 2005; Weigel and Nordborg, 2005).
Recombinant inbred line populations
Arabidopsis is perfectly suited to establish RIL mapping
populations for fine-scale QTL analysis, owing to its small
size, short generation time, self-fertilization, high fecund-
ity and relatively high recombination rate. An important
aspect of RIL populations is that the lines are practically
homozygous for every locus and therefore represent a
homogeneous genetic resource that can be maintained
indefinitely. Thus, the initial genotype map of an RIL
population is valid indefinitely and can be used for the
QTL mapping of different phenotypes, which can be
assayed in multiple replicates. This benefit of RILs
increases the accuracy of QTL mapping and is particularly
useful for minimizing the environmental component in
trait measurements, especially if the trait of interest is
highly plastic. Repeated measurement of the same pheno-
type in different environments also enables the identifi-
cation of QTL with pleiotropic effects (Alonso-Blanco and
Koornneef, 2000). Currently more than 60 RIL popu-
lations have been produced in different laboratories and
some of them are publicly available (see http://www.inra.
fr/internet/Produits/vast/).
Published studies have thus far focused on a few, well-
characterized RIL populations, notably one derived from
the Columbia (Col-0) and Landsberg erecta (Ler) acces-
sions, and one derived from the Cape Verde Islands (Cvi)
and Ler accessions. In particular, exploitation of the
Cvi  Ler population has proven to be a treasure for the
identification of novel allelic variation. A well-known
example is the isolation of the EDI allele of the CRY2
photoreceptor (El-Assal et al., 2001). In total, the
Cvi  Ler RILs have been analysed for over 40 traits,
revealing numerous highly significant QTL (Koornneef
et al., 2004). Although it should be noted that Cvi-0
appears to represent a unique genetic linage as compared
with other accessions, as judged from genome-wide poly-
morphism genotyping (Nordborg et al., 2005), the mul-
tiple analyses of the Cvi  Ler cross already offer a
glimpse of the potential of natural genetic variation for the
isolation of differentially active alleles. The presence of
QTL for many different traits appears to be the norm
rather than the exception, as evident from the many loci
mapped in other RIL populations, notably those derived
from the Col  Ler and Bayreuth-0  Shahdara crosses
(Loudet et al., 2002; Koornneef et al., 2004).
The use of novel RIL populations will surely increase
as molecular marker information becomes more abundant
and genotyping techniques become more affordable.
Several techniques have been employed to construct high-
density polymorphism maps for multiple accessions, creat-
ing a wealth of marker data (Jander et al., 2002; Borevitz
et al., 2003; Schmid et al., 2003; Borevitz and Ecker,
2004; Comai et al., 2004; Nordborg et al., 2005). Notably,
the polymorphism information identified by these projects
is freely available on the Web (e.g. http://walnut.usc.edu or
http://msqt.weigelworld.org), enabling researchers to
choose polymorphic markers for their cross of interest in
silico. Moreover, the actual genotyping work can be out-
sourced to ever cheaper genotyping service companies,
rendering a high-density genotype map of a standard RIL
population affordable for most laboratories. Beyond RIL
characterization, the huge amount of genome-wide geno-
typing information increases the feasibility of an alterna-
tive approach for QTL mapping in Arabidopsis:
association mapping.
Association mapping
Association mapping, also known as linkage disequili-
brium (LD) mapping, is a population-based survey with
the aim to identify trait–marker relationships based on
LD, i.e. based on the non-random association of alleles
and phenotypes (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003). Unlike linkage
analysis, which analyses mapping populations derived
from crosses of parental lines, LD mapping identifies can-
didate genes by analysis of populations of unrelated (i.e.
without recent common ancestry) individuals. Given abun-
dant sequence information, this method has the potential
to identify single polymorphisms underlying phenotypic
variation.
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TABLE 1. A list of examples of genes that contribute to natural phenotypic variation in Arabidopsis
Gene Function/phenotype Methods by which the gene was originally identified Reference*
PHYA Photoreceptor/hypocotyl length Genomic library and mutant screening [I] Sharrock and Quail (1989)
[N] Maloof et al. (2001)
PHYC Photoreceptor/hypocotyl length Genomic library screening [I] Sharrock and Quail (1989)
[N] Balasubramanian et al. (2006)
PHYD Photoreceptor/hypocotyl length, flowering time Genomic library screening [I] Clack et al. (1994)
[N] Aukerman et al. (1997)
CRY2 Photoreceptor/Flowering time cDNA library screening [I] Lin et al. (1996)
[N] El-Assal et al. (2001)
FLC MADS TF/flowering time Map-based cloning [I] Michaels and Amasino (1999)
[N] Gazzani et al. (2003)
FLM MADS TF/flowering time Phylogenetic analysis and cDNA library screening [I] Scortecci et al. (2001)
[N] Werner et al. (2005)
FRI Unknown/flowering time QTL analysis followed by map-based cloning [I] [N] Johanson et al. (2000)
BRX Unknown/primary root length QTL analysis followed by map-based cloning [I] [N] Mouchel et al. (2004)
CAL MADS TF/inflorescence morphology Genomic library screening [I] [N] Kempin et al. (1994)
AOP2 & 3 Glucosinolates biosynthesis/secondary metabolism QTL analysis followed by map-based cloning [I] [N] Kliebenstein et al. (2001)
ESM1 Myrosinase-associated protein/glucosinolate hydrolysis and insect resistance QTL analysis followed by map-based cloning [I] [N] Zhang et al. (2006)
ESP Epithiospecifier protein/glucosinolate hydrolysis QTL analysis followed by map-based cloning [I] [N] Lambrix et al. (2001)
MAM1 & 2 Methylthioalkylmalate synthase/glucosinolate biosynthesis QTL analysis followed by map-based cloning [I] Kroymann et al. (2001)
[N] Kroymann et al. (2003)
RTM1 Jacalin-like protein/virus resistance Map-based cloning [I] [N] Chisholm et al. (2000)
RPM1 LRR protein/resistance to pseudomonads Map-based cloning using natural accessions [I] Grant et al. (1995)
[N] Stahl et al. (1999)
RPS2 LRR protein/resistance to pseudomonads Map-based cloning using natural accessions [I] [N] Mindrinos et al. (1994)


































Arabidopsis is very well suited for LD mapping for two
main reasons. First, the high level of inbreeding of acces-
sions decreases heterozygosity, thus facilitating haplotype
analysis by directly genotyping accessions. Second, LD in
Arabidopsis has been estimated to decay within 50–250
kb, depending on the locus and population (Hagenblad
and Nordborg, 2002; Nordborg et al., 2002, 2005).
Although novel data suggest that LD might decay more
rapidly than this, approaching 5–10 kb (M. Nordborg,
pers. comm.), this value is still higher than in other model
organisms, such as Drosophila. Therefore, considering the
small genome size, comparably few markers are required
for whole-genome LD mapping in Arabidopsis. This
offers the prospect of whole-genome association studies in
natural population samples with relatively little effort.
Despite these benefits, LD mapping has so far not been
a major strategy for the investigation of the genetics
underlying natural variation in Arabidopsis. Although
several pilot analyses have successfully demonstrated the
enormous potential of LD mapping in Arabidopsis
(Nordborg et al., 2002; Hagenblad et al., 2004; Olsen
et al., 2004; Aranzana et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006), the
same studies point out that some issues need to be
resolved before launching association mapping as a stan-
dard approach. The most critical concern is the elimination
of spurious (false positive) association between markers
and phenotypes, which is caused by population structure,
and thus unequal allele distribution. This problem could
probably be overcome however by inference of genetic
population structure in Arabidopsis accessions with large
sets of genetic markers (Nordborg et al., 2005; Schmid
et al., 2006), and by comparing the results with those
obtained from standard linkage mapping (Borevitz and
Nordborg, 2003). Given the increasing number of estab-
lished mapping populations, the latter option is becoming
increasingly feasible.
APPROACHES TO ASSESS THE
EVOLUTIONARY SIGNIFICANCE OF
NATURAL VARIATION
The identification of alleles that are responsible for natural
phenotypic variation immediately evokes the question of
whether this allelic variation has been maintained by
selection pressure. Genome-wide single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) data are useful in detecting the signature
of natural selection by comparing the actual extent of
nucleotide diversity in a gene to the extent expected under
the standard neutral model. A popular statistical indicator
of such comparison is the mean value of Tajima’s D
(Tajima, 1989). A value around zero is expected under
simple neutral models, whereas clearly positive and nega-
tive values are attributed to the long-term maintenance of
high levels of variability (balancing selection) or fixation
of a favourable mutation (positive selection). Published
molecular population analyses have reported that at least
18 genes and an estimated 15–30 % of Arabidopsis genes
have been subject to natural selection (Nordborg et al.,
2005; Wright and Gaut, 2005; Schmid et al., 2006). In
most cases, however, the loci identified by this strategy
have not been analysed in fitness assays and thus it
remains an open question whether the selective forces
acting on those genes contribute to adaptive phenotypes in
natural populations (Kawecki and Ebert, 2004). Because
this topic lies at the crossroads of genetics and ecology, it
has recently increasingly attracted the attention of evol-
utionary ecologists who wish to identify the selection
mechanisms underlying ecologically important phenotypes
(Tonsor et al., 2005; Mitchell-Olds and Schmitt, 2006).
Published studies in this area have concentrated on traits
of potentially high adaptive value, such as disease resist-
ance or flowering time.
Selection in pathogen defence
Intensive molecular biology and genetic studies on
resistance to herbivores and pathogens provide an excel-
lent basis to understand selection mechanisms in adaptive
evolution. Mechanisms of plant defence against insects
and pathogens are generally divided into three concep-
tually distinct phases: attack recognition, signal transduc-
tion and defence development. Plant resistance genes
(R-genes) are important in the response to many different
plant pathogens. The R-proteins monitor the plant cell for
the presence of pathogen-secreted proteins. Upon their
detection, they then rapidly activate robust plant defence
pathways, including local cell death, cell-wall reinforce-
ment, production of secondary compounds and systemic
acquired resistance.
A prototypical R-gene, RPM1 of Arabidopsis, encodes a
peripheral plasma membrane protein that recognizes an
attack by Pseudomonas syringae pathogens (Grant et al.,
1995). Both resistance and susceptibility alleles, which are
defined by the absence and presence of respective poly-
morphisms, frequently occur together within natural popu-
lations and are common across the Arabidopsis range
(Stahl et al., 1999). Consistent with this observation,
analysis of RPM1 nucleotide diversity suggests that evolu-
tionarily stable polymorphisms are probably maintained by
balancing selection. Other R-genes (RPS2 and RPS5) have
also been shown to maintain high levels of nucleotide
polymorphism due to balancing selection (Caicedo et al.,
1999; Tian et al., 2002). The latest study (Bakker et al.,
2006a) estimated that RPP13 has been targeted by a long-
lived balancing selection, although several other loci could
be identified as candidates for recent selective sweeps.
From an ecological–evolutionary point of view, these
examples provoke the question of what mechanisms
prevent the resistance alleles from being fixed by natural
selection despite their obvious benefits? In fact, two
ecological approaches using isogenic lines for different
RPM1 and RPS2 alleles propose an at least partial expla-
nation of this phenomenon: the resistant plants produce
fewer progeny than the susceptible plants, revealing that a
trade-off between benefit and cost of resistance contributes
to the maintenance of polymorphisms in R-genes (Tian
et al., 2003; Korves and Bergelson, 2004). Alternatively,
frequency-dependent selection may maintain variability:
rare pathogen variants may increase in frequency, therefore
imposing selection on hosts for specific resistance, which
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results in an increase in frequency of resistant hosts and
thus again selection favouring novel and yet rare pathogen
variants.
Adaptive variation in flowering time
Flowering time is a critical life-history trait that signifi-
cantly contributes to plant fitness (Stearns, 1992), as it is
essential for plants to complete flower development, polli-
nation and seed production in favourable conditions.
Hence, plants have developed sophisticated mechanisms to
integrate information from environmental cues such as
light, temperature, water availability and biotic factors,
resulting in presumable optimization of timing of flower-
ing. Most importantly, information regarding seasonal
changes is inferred from daylength (photoperiod) and
ambient temperature. In particular for winter-annual acces-
sions (Fig. 1), flowering time strongly depends on vernali-
zation, i.e. the acceleration of flowering by exposure to
prolonged cold. Both photoperiod and average temperature
not only vary according to season but also according to
geographical location. Consistent with this, flowering time
varies widely among natural Arabidopsis accessions,
reflecting their wide range of habitat from the equator to
the arctic circle. This variation mainly reflects genetic
variation in both photoperiod and vernalization pathways
(Henderson et al., 2003; Balasubramanian et al., 2006).
A large effort focused on mutant analysis has identified
more than 80 genes that regulate flowering in response to
different environmental and endogenous cues (Simpson
and Dean, 2002). Notably, natural allelic variation has
only been identified in few of these genes thus far. Among
them, FRIGIDA (FRI) and FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC)
are pivotal regulators of the vernalization pathway.
Molecular analysis of FRI and FLC by haplotyping and
phenotyping of a large set of natural accessions revealed
that polymorphisms in these genes are the key factors in
the extensive natural variation of flowering time. The data
also suggest that early-flowering types have evolved from
late-flowering ancestral types through independent
loss-of-function mutations in FRI and/or FLC (Gazzani
et al., 2003; Michaels et al., 2003; Shindo et al., 2005).
Thus, FRI and FLC appear to be major targets for natural
selection. In particular, non-functional FRI alleles prob-
ably play a critical role for adaptive divergence of flower-
ing time, as FRI activity determines the extent of
vernalization requirement by activating FLC expression.
Several molecular analyses support this hypothesis and
have succeeded in detecting the trace of selection acting
on FRI, for instance by comparing statistical values of
population differentiation at phenotypic traits (QST) and at
neutral molecular markers (FST) within and among popu-
lations (Le Corre, 2005; Evanno et al., 2006). QST for
flowering time without vernalization was significantly
higher than FST for neutral markers, and FST for functional
and non-functional haplotypes was significantly higher
than that for markers, suggesting adaptive divergence of
flowering time through selection for loss of FRI function.
Furthermore, selective sweep signature and haplotype
sharing around FRI suggests recent selection for early
flowering (Hagenblad et al., 2004; Aranzana et al., 2005;
Toomajian et al., 2006).
Although allelic variation of FRI is apparently the
major player for adaptive variation of flowering time in
Arabidopsis, natural allelic variation has also been
reported in other flowering-time genes. Notably, in most
cases, naturally occurring mutations result in an early-
flowering life cycle (Roux et al., 2006). Under which con-
ditions would early flowering be adaptive as compared
with late flowering? If plants are growing under benign
conditions, late flowering leads to a greater accumulation
of resources due to longer vegetative growth, which
should result in increased numbers of offspring with
optimal seed provisioning. Early flowering implies a
shorter vegetative growth phase and thus lower biomass
accumulation. However, in specific habitats or environ-
ments, early flowering is more advantageous than late
flowering because it enables the plant to avoid stressful
conditions that may damage seed production, such as
drought or elevated temperature later in summer. In fact,
directional selection favouring early flowering has been
reported under conditions making it necessary to avoid
herbivores, shade or drought (Callahan and Pigliucci,
2002; McKay et al., 2003; Pigliucci, 2003).
Although molecular data clearly show that genes
responsible for flowering-time variation in nature have
been under selection, proof of this from an ecological
point of view has not been straightforward, especially in
the case of natural variation in vernalization. For instance,
one might expect a latitudinal cline in this trait, i.e. late-
flowering types or winter-annuals should inhabit predomi-
nantly northern areas, where both winter temperature and
period are optimal to accelerate their flowering. Indeed, a
latitudinal cline depending on functional FRI alleles of
differential activity has been reported (Stinchcombe et al.,
2004). However, no such cline has been detected for
accessions that contain loss-of-function FRI alleles. In
another analysis of a set of accessions including several
accessions from northern and southern Sweden, no signifi-
cant geographical gradient was detected, although very
late-flowering accessions were non-randomly distributed in
specific areas of the Scandinavian Peninsula (Shindo
et al., 2005). The lack of a strong latitudinal cline in flow-
ering time is somewhat surprising and might indicate that
variation in flowering time correlates with specific
environmental conditions in local habitats rather than geo-
graphical position. A reciprocal transplant field experiment
might be able to confirm this notion (Kawecki and Ebert,
2004; Mitchell-Olds and Schmitt, 2006).
ASSESSING ADAPTIVE POTENTIAL OF
NATURAL VARIATION IN MORPHOLOGICAL
TRAITS
The above examples demonstrate the general difficulty of
linking molecular analyses with field observations or
experiments, even if the phenotypes investigated are pri-
marily thought to be under the influence of macro-
environmental factors. Therefore, one could expect that
adaptation to micro-environmental factors will turn out to
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be even more difficult to prove. This would, for instance,
apply to the majority of morphological traits, which at
best might represent local adaptation.
Generally speaking, natural variation in morphological
traits such as leaf or flower shape and root architecture is
considered to correlate tightly with speciation (Shepard
and Purugganan, 2002). Indeed, molecular population
genetics has detected the signature of selection in
Arabidopsis MADS-box genes involved in flower develop-
ment (Purugganan and Suddith, 1998; Moore et al., 2005).
However, to determine whether natural variation in mor-
phological phenotypes resulted from local adaptation
among Arabidopsis accessions would require a substantial
effort in ecological analysis. For instance, the micro-
environmental factors that are responsible for selective
pressure in the original habitat are usually unknown. Even
if known, the complex genetic make up observed to
underlie many trait differences between accessions makes
it difficult to assess the adaptive contribution of individual
loci. This challenge somewhat resembles the problem of
deciphering the mechanisms of plant development through
analysis of wild-type plants, without making use of the
mutagenesis approach. Thus, in analogy, a reasonable
starting point for evolutionary–ecological analyses would
be to assess the adaptive potential of individual alleles in
isolation, in a common genetic background, as for instance
represented by NILs for different alleles of a single gene.
Careful meta-analysis that combines complementing
evidence from different experiments (Arnqvist and
Wooster, 1995) might prove to be a powerful approach to
assess the adaptive potential of allelic variants.
For such analyses, several independent NILs for the
alleles in question are necessary to correct for the effect of
any unknown linked modifiers carried over from the
different genetic backgrounds in which the original alleles
were detected. As an indicator of fitness, the ultimate par-
ameters of reproductive success should be assayed: the
number of progeny per individual of a certain genotype,
and the survival and recruitment rate of this next gener-
ation into the reproductive stage. To measure how allelic
variation influences relative fitness, we propose competi-
tive experimental plots as one of the most promising strat-
egies for ecological analysis. This approach measures the
relative fitness of alternative phenotypes and/or genotypes
in a range of environments, and has for instance been suc-
cessfully employed to demonstrate adaptive plasticity in
shade avoidance (Schmitt et al., 1995). The experimental
plots can be in the field or in the greenhouse. Importantly,
designs for greenhouse experiments should take into
account that common laboratory conditions for growing
Arabidopsis (i.e. temperature above approx. 20 8C and suf-
ficient moisture) are highly artificial for most accessions
(Hoffmann, 2002). Ideally, the experimental conditions
should encompass a more realistic range of variation as
encountered in natural environments, e.g. for temperature,
moisture and/or light regimes, with the factors chosen to
vary depending on the presumed adaptive value of the
trait of interest. Finally, the approach should be rounded
up by field data from the original collection site. This
would be important for several reasons. First, accessions
deposited in the stock centre represent only a small, isoge-
nized subset of the Arabidopsis collected in a certain
location. Therefore, sampling and genotyping of the extant
population at the original collection site can give import-
ant insight into the genetic variation within this population
and hint towards possible founder effects or genetic
sweeps. Second, accurate field data regarding the collec-
tion sites of individual genotypes, such as soil composition
and characteristics, human disturbance, presence/absence
of natural enemies, density or competition levels, might
aid in identifying adaptive advantages of genotypes that
are not evident from greenhouse or standard field plot
experiments. They might also allow us to relate genotype
frequencies to environmental gradients at a fine scale. In
our laboratories, we have initiated a series of competition
analyses to estimate the relative fitness of a naturally
occurring null mutant in the BREVIS RADIX (BRX) gene
(Mouchel et al., 2004; Briggs et al., 2006), which strongly
influences root system architecture. This study consists of
the elements indicated above and might become a test case
for the feasibility of this combined approach.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of natural genetic variation in Arabidopsis is
in full bloom and on its way to become a standard
approach for the discovery of novel genes and alleles, and
in addressing questions in evolutionary developmental
biology. Without the substantial contributions from geno-
mics and mutant analysis, this would not have been poss-
ible. Those resources put Arabidopsis in a unique position
with regard to evolutionary ecology. First, the detailed
analyses of developmental processes provide a wealth of
background information that aids in understanding the
relative importance of genes and their synergy in shaping
given traits, with important implications for genetic mech-
anisms of ecological and evolutionary relevance, such as
epistatic relationships. Second, biological resources of
Arabidopsis are plentiful, easy to maintain in the labora-
tory, and easy to analyse for phenotypes and genotypes.
Third, Arabidopsis is found in many different habitats
across a wide geographical space and therefore must pre-
sumably possess either a strong capacity for rapid adap-
tation or a very high phenotypic and physiological
plasticity. Finally, recent analyses clearly demonstrate that
Arabidopsis populations are by far not as genetically
uniform as previously assumed, which was one of the
main arguments for the unsuitability of Arabidopsis for
population genetics and evolutionary ecology. Thus, in
summary Arabidopsis might very well become the model
organism for plant evolutionary ecology, thereby bridging
the dichotomy between the molecular and organismal
disciplines of biology.
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